Self-Service in the Network

What You Will Learn

This white paper, intended for business decision makers, describes how organizations and businesses can harness the power of self-service in the network to improve their customer care. Covered topics include:

- The “classic” self-service deployment model versus self-service in the network
- Why self-service in the network is important and beneficial
- How Cisco customers have benefitted from deploying self-service in the network

Background

IP has become the overwhelming standard for new unified communications deployments, even as businesses and organizations with older time-division-multiplexing (TDM) equipment and networks are migrating to IP at an ever-increasing rate. The convergence on IP has brought significant change to customer care in that customer contact no longer need be restricted just to “call centers”; rather, customer care can now occur across an entire network of IP-based customer-service resources. Self-service applications play a vital role within such a network, allowing businesses and organizations to harness the power of IP to provide speech- and video-enabled self-service in ways that were not possible before—including deployments that are simply services in the network. This article shows how network-based self-service delivers benefits to both callers and the providers of customer care.

The “Classic” Self-Service Deployment Model

Consider the classic deployment model for enterprise self-service systems—as “farms” of interactive-voice-response (IVR) ports in one or more data centers. A caller dials a toll-free or free phone number, and the call is routed through the public switched telephone network (PSTN) to a self-service system in a data center. The caller typically performs some amount of self-service and then either hangs up (hopefully satisfied with the self-service) or is routed to live assistance. There is nothing intrinsically wrong with this scenario, and it works especially well in cases where the self-service system is located with or near live assistance at a contact center. It is also worth noting that the classic self-service farm or data-center deployment model is not tied solely to TDM architectures, because the same model is often used on IP networks.

Figure 1 shows an example of a classic self-service IVR deployment.
The classic self-service model begins to break down, however, in scenarios where subsequent live assistance may be required at multiple, distributed sites such as retail store locations, branch offices, or dispersed automatic call distributors (ACDs). In such cases it is inefficient for callers to be routed to a distant self-service system—only to be subsequently routed back to a local branch office or to a different ACD site. Placing a traditional IVR self-service system at each branch-office location or ACD site is one way to address the problem of inefficient routing, but that introduces significant expense and introduces the new challenge of maintaining and updating the self-service applications at all the sites (which may number in the hundreds or thousands).

**Self-Service in the Network**

Deploying self-service in the IP network offers a much better way to provide improved customer care in these scenarios—while saving costs. Specifically, self-service can be delivered through Voice Extensible Markup Language (VoiceXML) browsers deployed at many locations, under the central control and management of one or more VoiceXML application servers located in a data center (or at any convenient site). The VoiceXML browsers do not necessarily introduce significant added expense to the solution because they take advantage of existing voice gateways that in many cases are already present in the network. Figure 2 depicts an example of self-service deployed in this manner with Cisco® Unified Customer Voice Portal (CVP).
With this improved model, a caller can dial a local number and receive self-service from the VoiceXML browser at the nearest network location, which could be at a local branch-office site. If live assistance is required at the branch office, the call can remain there, but it could also be routed to another branch office or to the contact center to maintain service levels or to offer the caller specialized assistance. Figure 3 illustrates how Cisco Unified Customer Voice Portal uses its call-control function to connect callers with agents in this deployment model. Note how efficient the call flow is: The call is first treated at a local voice gateway, and then is routed directly to the next service point—in this case an agent. Cisco CVP itself is never in the call path; it is only in the signaling path.

Figure 3. Call Routing in the Network Self-Service Model

Again, it is critical to note that with Cisco CVP the self-service is provided at the most efficient location (saving costs), while retaining full flexibility to route elsewhere if required. In addition to the cost savings, businesses and organizations—and their customers—benefit from self-service applications with similar branding and behavior across all locations and access points. If necessary, applications can be updated globally (for example, for a nationwide promotion) while still allowing for unique logic at the branch-office level (for example, store hours need to be updated at only one branch office).

Customer Success

Many businesses and organizations are enjoying the advantages of self-service on the network. One of the earliest deployments of this type is a U.S. nationwide retailer with more than 400 local stores that deployed Cisco CVP in this fashion. The retailer's customers report increased satisfaction from having to call only one number (the number of their local store), from easily being able to speak to someone in that store if necessary after self-service, and from having their questions answered more quickly (because their call can be routed to another branch office or to a national contact center to keep hold times down and provide specialized assistance). For its part, the retailer now enjoys higher customer retention even as reduced telephony carrier routing costs have lowered operating expenses.

In another example, a global high tech company with more than 100 ACD sites and more than 6000 agents deployed Cisco CVP self-service applications on the network to provide technical support. Callers to the company receive self-service treatment locally on the nearest network gateway while retaining the option to be routed to any technical support agent. Call treatment at the “edge” of the network using Cisco CVP has reduced this company’s telephony carrier costs by more than 50 percent, while the decoupling of the self-service from the ACD sites has reduced caller on-hold times by providing more routing options to contact-center agents.
Conclusion

Although these examples focused on branch-office retail and multiple ACD sites, the inherent flexibility and efficiency of network-based self-service offer benefits to other deployment models as well, with or without a formal contact center.

Cisco Unified Customer Voice Portal provides award-winning speech- and video-enabled self-service using this network-based model, delivering proven, cost-effective solutions to businesses and organizations.
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